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Abstract
This paper denes and studies an approximation algorithm for scheduling tasks with small
communication delays on m processors starting from a schedule 1 for the problem instance
with an unlimited number of processors with relative performance bounded by . This solution is
used to solve the resource conicts during the scheduling phase on m processors. A mechanism
for UET{UCT tasks systems is rst presented and analyzed. Then a rather unusual feature is
introduced to handle SCT task systems: a processor may remain idle even if some tasks are
feasible in order to wait for a more important task. The schedule generated by this algorithm is
proved to have an overall worst-case performance 1+ (1− 1=m). If the best-known ratio = 43
is used it induces a worst-case performance bounded by 73 − 4=m for our algorithm. ? 2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 68M20
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1. Introduction
With the recent development of parallel architecture arise a new class of scheduling
problems in which communication delays between dierent processors are considered.
A precedence relation from task i to task j means that j needs data from i before
being started. If these two tasks are not assigned to the same processor, a delay cij
must be considered between the completion of i and the beginning of j to transfer the
data. We also suppose that any two processors may communicate and that the number
of processors is limited. The aim is to nd a schedule that minimizes the makespan.
Moreover, the problems tackled in this paper do not allow task replication.
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Several theoretical studies are devoted to this kind of problems (cf. the two surveys
[1,16]). From these results, the problem instances for which communication delays
are smaller than or equal to processing times { called SCT tasks systems for small
communication times { are easier to handle. Unfortunately, Picouleau proved in [13]
that such problems are stillNP-hard, small though the communication delays are, and
even on an unlimited number of processors.
Section 2 is devoted to the denition of the problem and a short bibliography on
approximation algorithms for solving it. In Section 3, we derive an algorithm assuming
unit processing times and unit communication delays: the main point of this algorithm
is to take into account a part of the information provided by a given schedule 1 on
an unlimited number of processors. Section 4 extends this mechanism for SCT tasks
systems. The rather new feature of this algorithm is that it allows some feasible tasks
to be delayed in order to wait for a more important task.
The performance of these two algorithms are analyzed with respect to 1. If 
denotes the worst relative performance of the schedule 1 from which we start, then
the worst relative performance is bounded by 1 + ((1− 1=m)). Since the best-known
algorithm for an unlimited number of processors has a worst relative performance
bounded by 43 , the worst relative performances of these two algorithms are
7
3 − 4=m.
2. Preliminaries
This section presents the main features of the scheduling problem tackled in the
paper, and recalls the main results on approximation algorithms for related problems.
Then, we show how the communication conicts in SCT task schedule are solved and
dene the favorite successors.
2.1. SCT task systems
A task system denoted T(G;p; c) is given by
 A set T of n tasks with integral processing times p1; : : : ; pn.
 A directed acyclic graph G=(T; E). An arc (i; j) models a data transfer from task i
to task j, that must occur after the end of i and before j starts. The duration of this
data transfer is assumed to be 0 if i and j are performed by the same processor,
and a rational delay cij>0 otherwise.
We say that a task i precedes a task j if there is a path in G from i to j. i is called
a predecessor of j, and j a successor of i. This relation will be denoted by i ! j. A
task i is said to be an immediate successor (resp. predecessor) of a task j if there is
an arc (j; i) (resp. (i; j)) in G. For any task i, we denote by  +(i) (resp.  −(i)) the
set of immediate successors (resp. predecessors) of i.
Let cmax =max(i; j)2E cij and pmin =mini2T pi. The task system T(G;p; c) is said to
be a SCT if =cmax=pmin61. It is said to be UET{UCT { for unit execution time and
unit communication times { if all processing times and communication times equal one.
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Fig. 1. A graph G.
Fig. 2. Gantt chart of a feasible schedule.
A schedule  = (t; ) assigns a starting time ti and a processor i to each task i so
that
1. for any pair of tasks fi; jg, if i = j then ti + pi6tj or tj + pj6ti;
2. for any arc (i; j) 2 E, if i = j, then tj>ti + pi, otherwise tj>ti + pi + cij;
3. if m processors are available: 8i 2 T , i 2 f1; : : : ; mg.
The makespan of the schedule is denoted by !=maxx2T (ti + pi). The aim is to nd
a feasible schedule with a minimum makespan.
For example let us consider a set of 7 tasks and a graph G pictured by Fig. 1. The
arcs of G are valued by the communication delays. Duration of tasks are given by the
following table:
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
pi 3 5 6 4 4 3 4
A feasible schedule on 3 processors is pictured by Fig. 2 and are given by the following
table:
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
ti 0 0 3 6 7 11 12
i 1 2 1 2 3 1 2
2.2. Approximation algorithms
Our objective function is the makespan. So, the worst relative performance of an
approximation algorithm is dened by an upper bound of
max
T;m
!(T; m)
!opt(T; m)
;
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where !(T; m) (resp. !opt(T; m)) denotes the makespan of the solution given by the
algorithm (resp. the optimal solution) for the task system T and m processors.
If the number of processors is unlimited, the problem is NP-complete, even for
UET{UCT instances [13]. Hoogeven et al. [7] proved that, if P 6=NP, there is no
polynomial algorithm with worst relative performance less than 76 .
For SCT tasks systems, several approximation algorithms with good experimental
results were developed, but their worst relative performance remained 1 + . (This is
the relative performance of the solution with all the communication delays.) Recently,
Munier and Konig [12] developed an approximation algorithm with worst relative per-
formance 43 for a UET{UCT task system using linear programming. This method was
extended to SCT tasks systems by Hanen and Munier [6] with the ratio (2+2)=(2+).
For a limited number of processors, Hoogeven et al. [7] proved that, if P 6=NP,
there is no polynomial algorithm with worst relative performance less than 54 .
For a general task system (i.e. with no assumption on ), Hwang et al. [8] developed
a list algorithm which execute the earliest tasks rst with worst relative performance
2+−1=m. Rayward Smith [14] gets an algorithm of worst relative performance 3−2=m
for a UET{UCT task system using a small local improvement on the allocation of the
processors. Hanen and Munier proved in [5] that for a UET{UCT task system, the
relative performance of a list algorithm using Coman{Graham priority list [2] is 43
for 2 processors, but tends to 3 for a large number of processors.
The common point of these algorithms is that they take into account the communi-
cation delays only for computing the starting time and the allocation of the tasks, not
in the priority list. Their relative performance is approximately 2 + .
A more original idea was developed rst by Lawler [9] for a UET{UCT task system
for an out-tree. Using the optimal solution for an unlimited number of processors, he
got an approximation algorithm within m − 2 time units to the optimum. Guinand
et al. [4] later improved this value to (m− 2)=2. Mohring and Shater [11] developed
another algorithm for communication delays in f0; 1g with this same performance.
In this paper, we developed two approximation algorithms for a UET{UCT task
system and for an SCT tasks system with a relative performance bounded by (4 +
3)=(2 + )− (2 + 2)=m(2 + ). As with Lawler’s algorithm, they take into account
information from a solution 1 for an unlimited number of processors to build a good
priority list. They correspond to simpler version of the algorithm presented in [6].
Schater [15] developed a quite similar algorithm with a worst relative performance
bounded by 73 .
2.3. Favorite successors
Let us now consider a SCT task system T and let  = (t; ) be a schedule of this
task system. Let i be a task. If the constraints are met, at most one of its immediate
successors j satises the following condition:
tj < ti + pi + cij: ()
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Suppose that there is another successor k for which this condition is met. Then, both
k and j must have been performed after i on the same processor. Assuming without
loss of generality that tk>tj, k would be performed at least at time ti + pi + pj. As
T is an SCT task system, we have pj>cik , the contradiction.
If () is met, j is said to be a favorite successor of i in the schedule . Similarly,
i is the only predecessor of j satisfying (). Hence it is called a favorite predecessor
of i. Moreover if a task i has a favorite successor j and another successor k, we shall
call j the favorite sibling of k with respect to i. We shall denote by f(i) the favorite
successor of a task i. The function f associated with the schedule pictured by Fig. 2
is given by the following table:
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
f(i) 3 4 6 7 −− −− −−
3. UET{UCT task systems
We rst present the approximation algorithm called FS for UET{UCT task systems.
Then we prove that it yields a worst-case performance ratio of (1 − 1=m) + 1, and
show that the bound is tight.
3.1. FS algorithm
Let T be a UET{UCT task system. Assume that we are given a feasible schedule
1=(t1; 1) of worst relative performance  for an unlimited number of processors.
We denote by f the associated favorite successors and by !1 its makespan. Recall
that, if !1opt denotes the optimal makespan of the instance T for an unlimited number
of processors, then >!1=!1opt.
The algorithm keeps the usual list scheduling schema: a task is always performed as
soon as possible, but favorite successors are used as local priorities to handle commu-
nication conicts. We denote by FS the schedule built by FS, by ti the starting time
of any task i 2 T and by !FS its makespan.
Suppose that a partial schedule has been built in the time interval [0; t). Let us
denote by S the set of scheduled tasks. Recall that if UET{UCT is assumed, a task
j 2 T − S is schedulable on a processor  at time t if at most one predecessor of j
is performed on  at time t − 1 and its other predecessors (if any) are completed by
t − 1. An iteration of the algorithm schedules tasks at time t as follows:
For each processor 
 if a task i is performed on  at time t − 1 and if the favorite successor f(i) of i is
schedulable on  at time t then set j = f(i);
 else, if there exists k 2 T − S schedulable by  at time t then set j = k;
If j is dened, set tj = t, j = , S = S [ fjg. Update t (t  t + 1) and start a new
iteration.
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Fig. 3. Idleness for a UET{UCT task system.
3.2. FS performance analysis
The worst-case performance analysis of FS follows the same scheme as Graham’s
proof. The aim is to give an upper bound on the number of idle slots that will depend
on the schedule 1 from which favorite successors are derived.
Let  be a processor, and [t; s) a time interval. We denote by I[t; s) the number of
idle slots over all processors during [t; s).
The performance analysis relies on the following theorem, which is the most original
part in the proof, since the second part follows essentially the scheme of Graham’s
proof.
Theorem 1. For any task j with  −(j) 6= ;; there is a predecessor i of j such that
I[ti; tj)6(m− 1)(t1j − t1i ):
Proof. For any task j with  −(j) 6= ;, let us denote by p(j) the last predecessor of j
(i.e. with a maximum starting time tp( j)). If j has several predecessors started at this
time, we choose for p(j) one for which the value t1p( j) is minimum. The theorem will
hold for i = p(j) as proved in the following.
If tj = tp( j) + 1, thenb I[tp( j); tj)6m− 1. Moreover, p(j) is a predecessor of j, so
t1j − t1p( j)>1. The theorem holds in this case.
Assume now that tj>tp( j) + 2. The time interval [tp( j); tj) can be cut into two
intervals to get
I[tp( j); tj) =I[tp( j); tp( j) + 2) +I[tp( j) + 2; tj):
At any time t 2 ftp( j) + 2; : : : ; tj− 1g, task j is schedulable on any processor. Hence
the algorithm cannot leave a processor idle after iteration t. So, I[tp( j) +2; tj)=0 and
I[tp( j); tj) =I[tp( j); tp( j) + 2).
We prove now that I[tp( j); tp( j)+2)6(m−1)(t1j −t1p( j)) by considering the following
two subcases depicted in Fig. 3:
1. If j has another predecessor p0 started at time tp( j), then there are at most m idle
slots at time tp( j) + 1 and m− 2 idle slots at time tp( j). Moreover, since t1p( j)6t1p0
by denition of p(j), we get t1j − t1p( j)>2. So, the inequality holds.
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2. If j has only one predecessor started at time tp( j), then, j is schedulable at time
tp( j) + 1 on processor p( j). Notice that j cannot be the favorite successor of p(j)
otherwise it would have been scheduled at time tp( j) + 1 by the algorithm. So
t1j − t1p( j)>2. Now, as j was not scheduled although schedulable at time tp( j) + 1,
the algorithm must have selected another task k to be processed on p( j) at time
tp( j) + 1. Hence there are at most m− 1 idle slots a time tp( j) + 1, and m− 1 idle
slots at time tp( j). So I[tp( j); tp( j) + 2)62(m− 1) and the inequality holds.
We now derive an upper bound on the whole number of idle slots in the schedule:
Lemma 1. For every task j 2 T; I[0; tj)6(m− 1)t1j .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the maximum length l(j) (i.e. the maximum
number of arcs) of a path of G to node j.
 If l(j)=0, then j has no predecessor in G. So, I[0; tj)=0 and the inequality holds.
 Let us assume that this inequality holds for any task i with l(i)6k; k>0. Let us
consider a task j with l(j)=k+1. By Theorem 1, we know that for some predecessor
i of j, I[ti; tj)6(m− 1)(t1j − t1i ). But l(i)6l(j)− 1, thus by induction,
I[0; tj) =I[0; ti) +I[ti; tj)6(m− 1)t1i + (m− 1)(t1j − t1i ):
This induces the worst-case performance of the algorithm:
Theorem 2. !FS6
Pn
i=1 pi=m+ (1− 1=m)!1.
Proof. The makespan of FS satises m!FS=
Pn
i=1 pi+I[0; !
FS). Now, let us consider
a task i ending at time !FS. Then,
I[0; !FS) =I[0; ti) +I[ti; !FS):
By Lemma 1 we get
I[0; ti)6(m− 1)t1i 6(m− 1)(!1 − 1):
Moreover, there are at most m−1=(m−1)pi idle slots during the interval [!FS−1; !FS).
So, we get
I[0; !FS)6(m− 1)!1:
Hence,
m!FS6
nX
i=1
pi + (m− 1)!1:
Corollary 1. The approximation algorithm FS has a relative performance bounded
by 1 + − =m.
Proof. Let us denote by !opt (resp. !1opt) the optimal makespan of the instance for a
limited (resp. unlimited) number of processors.
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Fig. 4. Graph Gm(n); n> 0.
Fig. 5. Schedule 1(n).
Since n=m6!opt and !16!1opt, we get by Theorem 2,
!FS6
n
m
+

1− 1
m

!16!opt + 

1− 1
m

!1opt :
Clearly, !opt>!1opt, so the corollary holds.
3.3. Tightness
If 1 is obtained by the algorithm presented in [12], then =43 and the approximation
algorithm FS has a relative performance bounded by 73 − 4=3m.
This bound is tight. Indeed, let us consider the graph Gm(n) pictured in Fig. 4. Using
the approximation algorithm presented in [12] for an unlimited number of processors,
we may obtain the schedule 1(n) pictured by Fig. 5 of makespan 4n + 2 where dk
(resp. bk) is the favorite successor of ck (resp. ak) 8k 2 f1; : : : ; ng.
Now, let us consider an instance of the problem given by m processors, a graph
Gm(n); n> 0 with nmodm=0 and (2m− 4)n independent tasks. A solution 1(n) of
length !1(n)=3n+3 may be obtained by performing tasks ak , bk , ck with k 2 f1; : : : ; ng,
a0 and a−1 without interruption on the rst processor. Other tasks are then performed
as soon as possible on the m− 1 remaining processors.
In the worst case, FS may build a schedule 2(n) from 1(n) as follows:
the independent tasks are executed during the (2m−4)n=mth rst time units. Then, the
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Fig. 6. Counterexample for Theorem 1.
rst processor performs repeatedly the sequences of tasks ak , bk , ck , dk and e1k while
e2k ; : : : ; e
k
m are performed at the same time as e
1
k on the m − 1 remaining processors.
The makespan of 2(n) is then !2(n) = (2m− 4)n=m+ 5n+ 2.
We get !2(n)=!1(n) = (7n− 4n=m)=(3n+ 3), so, the bound is asymptotically tight.
4. An approximation algorithm for SCT task systems
When SCT task systems are considered, the features of FS are unfortunately not suf-
cient to yield the same performance, as shown in the rst subsection. So we present a
new mechanism called FSCT (i.e. FS for an SCT task system), state its main properties
in order to prove a general upper bound on its worst relative performance.
4.1. FS principles for SCT task systems
One can easily show that Theorem 1 is not true anymore for the algorithm FS con-
sidering an SCT task system: let us consider the graph G pictured by Fig. 6 composed
by 4 tasks of unit duration. Suppose that the starting times of 1 has the following
values:
t1 1 2 3 4
0 0 43
4
3
The favorite successor of 1 is 4. Applying FS on m>3 processors, we get the following
starting times:
t 1 2 3 4
0 0 1 2
So, I[t1; t4) =I[t2; t4) = 2m− 3> 43 (m− 1) for m>3 and Theorem 1 is not valid in
this case. The idea of the algorithm developed in the following will be to reserved, in
some particular cases, the processor 1 to the favorite successor of 1 to execute 4 by
1 at time 43 .
Our next example show that it exists an SCT task system where FS has a worst-case
relative performance of 3: let us consider the graph G(n); n> 0 pictured by Fig. 7,
m> 6 processors and (m − 4)(n − 1) independent tasks. We consider that tasks have
unit duration and that j= 1=n.
A feasible schedule of length n+ 1− 1=n on an unlimited number of processors as
well as m processors may be obtained by scheduling tasks a1 and b1 at time 0, tasks
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Fig. 7. Graph G(n).
ap, bp, cp−1 and dp−1 for p 2 f2; : : : ; ng at time (p−1)(n+1=n) and the independent
tasks as early as possible on the other processors (m−4 if m processors are available).
For this schedule, ap (resp. bp) is the favorite successor of ap−1 (resp. bp−1).
In the worst case, FS may execute the independent tasks rst during [0; d(m−4)(n−
1)=me) and starting a1 and b1 at time t = d(m − 4)(n − 1)=me. Then, for the same
reason as the precedent example, the algorithm builds a schedule of length t + 2n by
executing, for p 2 f2; : : : ; ng, ap and bp at time t + 2(p − 1) and cp−1 and dp−1 at
time t + 2p− 3.
So, the worst relative performance  of FS satises
>
2n+ d(m− 4)(n− 1)=me
n+ 1− 1=n :
This value tends to 3− 4=m when n grows to innity.
These two examples shows us that the extension of FS to SCT task systems is not
sucient to get a good relative performance. That is the reason why we introduce a
new mechanism called FSCT.
4.2. FSCT algorithm
The algorithm we present in this subsection introduces a rather unusual feature in the
list schema: indeed, a task that could be performed at a given time might be delayed,
thus eventually inducing idleness on a processor, in order to wait for one of its favorite
siblings.
We denote by FSCT the schedule built by the following approximation algorithm,
by ti the starting time of any task i 2 T and by !FSCT its makespan.
Let us assume, as previously, that a partial schedule of tasks has been built in the
time interval [0; t). Let us denote by S the set of scheduled tasks, and by R the set of
unscheduled tasks all predecessors of which have been scheduled. For each task j 2 R,
and each processor  we dene the ready time of task j on  as follows:
r(j; ) = max

0; max
i2 −( j); i 6=
ti + pi + cij; max
i2 −( j); i=
ti + pi

:
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Fig. 8. FSCT schedule for 2 processors.
Hence, if  is idle from time r(j; ), then j may be scheduled on  at any time
t>r(j; ).
We also dene, for each task j, its urgent time, i.e. the earliest time uj at which j
can be performed on any idle processor:
uj = max
i2 −( j)
ti + pi + cij if  −(j) 6= ;; uj = 0 otherwise:
The processors are then divided into three classes. Let  be a processor and i the
last task scheduled on  (if any) before t.
1. If ti + pi > t,  is said to be busy at time t.
2. If  is not busy, and if i has a favorite successor such that f(i) 2 R and
r(f(i); )<uf(i) then  is said to be awake at time t.
3. Otherwise,  is said to be free at time t.
Notice that if  is awake, then uf(i) = ti + pi + cif(i).
The algorithm then proceeds as follows:
Loop 1
For each free processor pi at time t, if there is at least one task j from R such
that r(j; )6t, then pick such a task and schedule it at time t on :
tj = t; j = ; S = S [ fjg; R= R− fjg:
Loop 2
For each awake processor if there is at least a task j 2 R such that either j
is urgent, (i.e. uj6t) or j is the favorite successor of the last task i on  and
r(j; )6t, then pick such a task and schedule it at time t on :
tj = t; j = ; S = S [ fjg; R= R− fjg:
After this iteration (labeled by t), R is updated, and t is set to the rst time unit
after t at which a task completes, or a task becomes ready on some processor, or a
task becomes urgent:
t  min

min
i2S
fti + pi > tg; min
i2R; 2f1;:::;mg
fr(i; )>tg;min
i2R
fui > tg

Fig. 8 shows the FSCT-schedule of our example, using the favorite successors given
by the schedule 1 depicted in Fig. 2. Starting times of this schedule are reported by
the following table:
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
ti 0 0 3 6 9 12 13
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At time t = 5, the processor 2 is awake because of task f(2) = 4 and task 5 is not
urgent. At time t = 6, task 4 can be performed by the processor 2. At time t = 9,
processor 1 is awake because of task f(3) = 6, but task 5 is urgent. At time t = 10,
processor 2 is awake because of task f(4) = 7. It is still awake at time t = 12 but 6
becomes urgent.
4.3. Basic properties of FSCT schedules
Lemma 2. Let j be a task such that tj >uj. Then no processor is idle between uj
and tj.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Let t be the rst time unit in [uj; tj) at which a
processor  is idle in the time interval [t; t + 1). Notice that t will correspond to an
iteration of the algorithm since either t = uj or a task i ends at t.
Now at iteration t, j 2 R since its predecessors have been scheduled before uj. But
whatever the status of  is, j is a valid candidate to be scheduled on  at t, since it is
urgent. So the algorithm will schedule a task at time t on , which cannot stay idle.
Hence the contradiction.
Lemma 3. Let j be a task such that tj>uj; and assume that processor j was awake
at the beginning of iteration tj. Then if  6= j remains idle at the end of iteration
tj;  was also awake at iteration tj.
Proof. This property results from the order in which processors are considered. Recall
that in the FSCT algorithm, free processors are assigned tasks rst. But j is urgent at
time tj, so it can be performed on any idle processor, hence on any free processor at
iteration tj. So if j is awake, all free processors have been assigned a task during this
iteration. Hence only awake processors can remain idle.
Lemma 4. Let t be an iteration of the algorithm; and  a processor:
(1) If  is awake at iteration t; and if i is the last task scheduled on  before time
t; then there is a task k such that tk6r(f(i); ) that will be performed on  after i.
(2) If  is free at iteration t; and if j is a task such that r(j; )<uj and
t6r(j; )<t + cmax then there is a task k such that t6tk6r(j; )<tk + pk that
will be performed on  after t.
Proof. (1) Let us consider  at iteration r(f(i); ). If it is busy, then a task k with
tk6r(f(i); ) has been scheduled after i on . Notice that  cannot be free, since it is
was awake at time t and f(i) cannot have been scheduled on another processor before
uf(i)>r(f(i); ). But now, f(i) is feasible on . Hence the algorithm will schedule
a task k (eventually k = f(i)).
(2) Similarly, let us study the iteration r(j; ). If  is busy, then there is a task k
such that tk > t. But pk>cmax, so k ends after t + cmax>r(j; ).
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Otherwise, as  was free at iteration t, it cannot become awake within <cmax time
units. Indeed, if i is the last task scheduled on  before t, if f(i) 2 R at iteration t,
then r(f(i))>uf(i) (since  is not awake) and this will still hold at iteration r(j; ).
If f(i) 62 R at iteration t then some predecessor of f(i) has not been scheduled, and
thus r(f(i); )>t+cmax>ti+pi+cif(i), the contradiction. Hence  is free at iteration
r(j; ). As j is feasible on  at this iteration, and not feasible on another processor
(since r(j; )<uj) a task will be scheduled on  by the algorithm.
4.4. Performance analysis
The following theorem analyses the relations between idleness of FSCT and 1.
Notice that it has exactly the same statement as Theorem 1 for algorithm FS. As the
proofs of Lemma 1, Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 only rely on the graph structure and
on the decomposition of the schedule with respect to idle slots, these results still hold
for algorithm FSCT.
Now, unlike Theorem 1, the proof of this theorem is rather technical, and is decom-
posed into several intermediate results.
Theorem 3. Let j be a task. If  −(j) 6= ;; then there is a predecessor i of j such
that
I[ti; tj)6(m− 1)(t1j − t1i ):
If  −(j) = ; then
I[0; tj) = 0:
Proof. Notice that if  −(j) = ;, this result is a simple consequence of Lemma 2
since uj=0. Let us assume that  −(j) 6= ;. Let x be any predecessor of j. Notice that
I[tx; tj)6I[tx; uj) by Lemma 2. Hence we shall often bound I[tx; uj) in the following.
We shall distinguish two main cases depending on uj.
Case 1: There is a task y 2  −(j) such that uj = ty + py + cyj and j is not the
favorite successor of y.
Case 2: uj = ty + py + cyj and j is the favorite successor of y.
The theorem will be obtained using a balancing property referred to as B1 in the
rest of the proof due to the SCT assumption that is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Let s be a time unit; and a; b be two tasks such that ta+pa<s6ta+pa+
cmax; tb < ta +pa and tb +pb + cmax>s. Then the sum of busy periods of processors
a and b while processing a and b during the interval [ta; s) is at least s− ta.
Proof. We prove that b is busy during at least s−(ta+pa) time units while processing
b. Fig. 9 depicts the dierent congurations. Let us rst assume that tb6ta. Then b is
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Fig. 9. Proof of Lemma 5.
Fig. 10. Subcase 1.1.
idle at most during s− (tb+pb)6cmax6pa time units. Hence the sum of busy periods
of the two processors while performing a and b in the interval [ta; s) is at least
(s− ta)− (s− (tb + pb)) + pa>s− ta:
If now tb > ta and tb + pb6s, then b is entirely processed in the interval, so the
sum of busy periods is pa + pb. As pb>cmax>s− (ta + pa) we get our result.
Finally, if tb > ta and tb + pb>s then as b starts before ta + pa and ends after s,
b is busy during at least s− (ta + pa) time units while processing b.
Proof of the theorem, case 1. Recall that uj = ty + py + cyj and j is not the favorite
successor of y. We then set i = y.
As j is not the favorite successor of i, we know that t1j − t1i >pi+cij. We consider
two subcases depending on r(j; i).
Subcase 1.1.: r(j; i) = uj. In this case, either cij = 0, and then uj = ti + pi, and i
is busy while processing i in the interval [ti; uj), so that
I[ti; uj)6(m− 1)pi6(m− 1)(t1j − t1i )
or there is a predecessor k of j with k 6= i such that r(j; i) = tk + pk + ckj (see
Fig. 10). Applying the balancing property B1 to a = i; b = k; s = uj, we deduce that
processors i; k are busy during at least uj − ti time units in the interval [ti; uj), and
thus the number of idle periods is bounded as follows:
I[ti; uj)6(m− 1)(uj − ti) = (m− 1)(pi + cij)6(m− 1)(t1j − t1i )
Subcase 1.2.: r(j; i)<uj. If i was awake starting iteration ti+pi, Lemma 4 implies
that a task k is performed on i such that ti +pi6tk6r(f(i); i)<tk +pk . Similarly,
if i was free at iteration ti + pi then Lemma 4 implies that a task k is performed on
i with ti + pi6tk6r(j; i)<tk + pk . Let us set x= j if i was free, and x= f(i) if
it was awake.
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Fig. 11. Subcase 1.2.
Fig. 12. Subcase 2.1.
We thus know that i is busy during the interval [r(x; i); uj) while processing a
task k, since pk>cmax>uj − (ti + pi), so k cannot end before uj. Fig. 11 illustrates
the following two subcases.
Subcase 1.2.1.: r(x; i) = ti +pi. Then tk = ti +pi, thus i is busy during the whole
interval while processing i and k. Hence I[ti; uj)6(m−1)(pi+cij)6(m−1)(t1j −t1i ).
Subcase 1.2.2.: r(x; i)>ti+pi. If this occurs, there is some task l such that r(x; i)=
tl + pl + clx, and l 6= i. Applying the balancing property B1 to a = i; b = l; s =
min(uj; r(x; i)) we deduce that the sum of busy periods on i; l in the interval [ti; s)
is at least s− ti. As i performs k in the remaining interval (if s<uj) we get
I[ti; uj)6(m− 1)(uj − ti)6(m− 1)(t1j − t1i ):
Proof of the theorem, case 2. We now consider the second case of the theorem:
uj = ty + py + cyj, j is the favorite successor of y.
In this case, we can see that at iteration ty +py, processor y was awake since if it
was not (i.e. r(j; y)=uj) then there would be another task z such that tz+pz+czj=uj,
with j not favorite successor of z, so case 1 would apply.
So by Lemma 4 we know that a task k is performed on y after y, such that
tk6r(j; y)<tk + pk . Moreover, as pk>cyj, tk + pk>uj.
Subcase 2.1.: k = j (i.e tj = r(j; y)). Then if r(j; y) = ty + py, we set i = y, and
processor i is busy while processing i in the interval [ti; tj), so that
I[ti; tj)6(m− 1)pi6(m− 1)(t1j − t1i ):
Otherwise, r(j; y)>ty + py, so there is a predecessor z of j such that z 6= y
and r(j; y) = tz + pz + czj. Notice that j is not the favorite successor of z, so that
t1j − t1z >pz+czj (see Fig. 12). Setting i= z, and applying the rst balancing property
B1 to a= i; b=y; s= r(j; y)= tj shows that the sum of busy periods on i and y in
the interval [ti; tj) is at least tj − ti=pi+ cij. Hence I[ti; tj)6(m− 1)(pi+ cij)6(m−
1)(t1j − t1i ).
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Fig. 13. Balancing 2 (i).
Subcase 2.2.: k 6= j (i.e. tj > r(j; y)). As processor y was awake at iteration
ty + py, the task k processed after y is necessarily an urgent task: tk>uk . But then
by Lemma 3, any processor which remains idle at the end of iteration r(j; y) was
necessarily awake.
In order to achieve the proof, we need a second balancing property, referred to as
B2, stated in the following lemma:
Lemma 6. Given two time units s06s corresponding to iterations of the algorithm;
such that s − s06cmax; let a be a task such that ta + pa<s06ta + pa + cmax; and
 6= a be a processor. We have the following properties:
(i) If  was busy at the end of iteration s0; processing a task b; then  is busy at
least s− s0 time units in the interval [ta; s) while processing b.
(ii) If  was awake at iteration s0 and remains idle at the end of the iteration; then
 is busy at least s− s0 time units in the interval [ta; s).
Proof. (i) if tb+pb>s, as tb6s0, b covers the interval [s0; s) if tb+pb<s and tb>ta,
then b is entirely processed in the interval [ta; s). As pb>cmax>s − s0, we get the
result.
Finally, if tb+pb<s and tb < ta then processor  is busy during the interval [ta; tb)
and as b ends after s0, in the interval [ta; ta + pa). As pa>cmax>s − s0, the property
hold. Fig. 13 depicts the three dierent congurations.
(ii) Let b be the last task on  before s0. As  is awake at iteration s0, by
Lemma 4, there is a task c performed after b on  such that tc − (tb + pb)<cmax.
Now, if b is entirely processed in the interval (tb>ta) then obviously processor  is
busy during at least pb>s− s0 time units.
If tb < ta then, as c starts after s0 and s− s06cmax, c does not end before s (but it
may start after s). So  is busy from ta to tb+pb and from min(s; tc) to s. As the idle
period between b and c cannot exceed cmax6pa time units,  is busy during at least
(s− ta)−pa time units. But s0>ta +pa, so the property holds. Fig. 14 illustrates this
property.
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Fig. 14. Balancing 2 (ii).
Fig. 15. Subcase 2.2.
Now if we are able to dene a task i such that ti + pi + cij>r(j; y), we can
deduce from the second balancing property, B2, applied to any processor  6= y with
a= i; s = uj; s0 = r(j; y), that  is busy during at least uj − r(j; y) time units in the
interval [ti; uj).
The choice of such a task i will depend on r(j; y):
Subcase 2.2.1.: r(j; y) = ty +py. We then set i= y, so that t1j − t1i >pi. Now, i
is busy during [ti; ti + pi) while processing i and during [ti + pi; uj) while processing
k. As shown previously, any other processor is busy during at least uj − (ti +pi) time
units in the interval [ti; uj). Hence we get
I[ti; uj)6(m− 1)(uj − ti)− m1(uj − (ti + pi))6(m− 1)pi6(m− 1)(t1j − t1i ):
Subcase 2.2.2.: r(j; y)>ty + py. There is a predecessor z of j such that z 6= y
and r(j; y) = tz + pz + czj. Moreover j is not the favorite successor of z, so that
t1j − t1z >pz + czj. In this case we set i = z.
Let us now analyze the busy periods on processors i and y. We prove that the
sum of busy periods of the two processors in the time interval [ti; uj) is at least
r(j; y)− ti +2(uj − r(j; y)). Fig. 15 depicts the dierent congurations. If i is busy
at the end of the iteration r(j; y) then a task l starts on i after i. As pl>cmax, i
is busy at least uj − r(j; y) while processing l in the time interval [ti + pi; uj). Now
applying the balancing property B1 to a= i; b= y; s= r(j; y) shows that y and l
are busy during at least r(j; y)− ti time units while processing i and y in the interval
[ti; r(j; y)). Summing the busy periods of the two processors while processing i; y; k
and l induces our result.
If i remains idle at the end of the iteration r(j; y) then by Lemma 3 it was
awake at this iteration. Hence by Lemma 4 a task l is processed on i such that
tl < ti +pi + cmax. Applying the balancing property B1 to a= i; b= y; s=min(tl; uj)
we get that i and y are busy at least s − ti time units in the interval [ti; s) while
processing y and i. Moreover, if s= tl, processor i is busy while processing l during
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uj − s time units. Summing the busy periods on the two processors we get uj − ti +
uj − r(j; y) = r(j; y)− ti + 2(uj − r(j; y)).
Recall that by B2 any other processor is busy during at least uj− r(j; y) time units.
Hence,
I[ti; uj)6 2(uj − ti)− (r(j; y)− ti + 2(uj − r(j; y)))
+(m− 2)(r(j; y − ti)− ti):
Thus,
I[ti; uj)6 (m− 1)(r(j; y − ti)− ti)
= (m− 1)(pi + cij)6(m− 1)(t1j − t1i ):
As mentioned previously, the proofs of Lemma 1, Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 are
still valid so we can state:
Theorem 4. !FSCT6q
Pn
k=1 pk=m+ (1− 1=m)!1.
Corollary 2. Starting from a schedule 1 of worst relative performance ; the algo-
rithm FSCT has a worst relative performance bounded by 1 + − =m.
If fortunately we are able to start from an optimal solution 1 (for example series{
parallel graphs [10]), then FSCT behaves exactly like usual list scheduling without
communication delays. Indeed, we get the well-known Graham’s bound 2− 1=m [3].
If the solution 1 is the worst, then each task is performed on its own processor,
and no favorite successor can be dened. So !16(1 + )!1opt. In this case, FSCT
behaves exactly as Hwang et al. algorithm [8], and our result implies its performance,
since the resulting ratio is 2 + − (1 + )=m.
Notice that is we use the solution given by the approximation algorithm [6] for 1,
we get the best-known performance:
Theorem 5. There is a polynomial approximation algorithm with a worst-case relative
performance bounded by
4 + 3
2 + 
− 2 + 2
m(2 + )
:
5. Conclusion
The approximation algorithm described in this paper is the best known for scheduling
SCT task systems on m processors with an asymptotic relative performance less than
2 + .
However, we proved that the asymptotic worst case of such a mechanism is limited
by the performance of list scheduling algorithms for scheduling dependent tasks on m
processors. So the development of good approximation algorithms for SCT problems is
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probably strongly related to the famous open question about the existence of approxi-
mation algorithms with an asymptotic performance less than 2 for the problem without
communication delays.
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